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Guaranteed to enrich a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books

is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that

go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text.

Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to

exploring other cultures.
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The books in the "My First Bilingual Book" series have colorful, good quality images, sturdy pages,

and the size is relatively small. These are great books for households where both parents don't

speak Italian, since they provide the word in both Italian and English. The only downside (for the

whole series) is that it's not a story book, it's a dictionary/flashcard style book, so it can sometimes

be difficult to hold a baby/toddler's attention with this. With the limited Italian bilingual material out

there, I would still highly recommend this. The "Music-La Musica" one lists a wide variety of

instruments. There was one mistake - for flute (il flauto), they have pictured a piccolo.



The content is excellent. The contrast of colors is great. The items and writting stick out. The book is

awesome.My complaint it the quality of the binding. The book fell apart rather quickly. I don't know if

I got a dud that fell apart quickly or if that happens for all the books.Since the book fell a part

somewhat cleanly/evenly, I can still use the pages that fell out to teach my son as large picture

cards.

Purchased this in French as a gift for a little one learning French and she needed some basic books

to get started with. It covers a lot of instruments and the pictures have a good quality. I got it as part

of a set with some other books in the same series.

Love the idea of russian books, but the quality is just ok... Pretty flimsy cardboard pages compared

to other solid baby books with thick durable pages. Worth it if you can't find any other Russian

books I guess, but def pricey for $8. Definitely can't give it to my 1 year old to look at on her own

since she'll just chew through the pages :-/Also, it's not exactly "music" but only instruments. So it

should be more correct to title the book "Instruments". They include some fun instruments that you

wouldn't expect.

I was so excited to purchase my daughter's first Korean board book as part of a first father's day gift

for my husband. Since I don't know any Korean, I thought it would be neat for him to read it to her.

When it arrived, my husband informed me that most of the musical instrument translations are

basically the same in Korean as English. So, while the characters are different than the English

words, when pronounced, they are basically the same thing. It's not the case for all of the

instruments, but for at least half. Not that they are incorrect translations, since that's what they're

called in Korean. But kind of redundant.

They probably should've called this book Instruments because that is what it is all about. I do see

how music is easier for kids to relate to though. The images are stunning and each page has a

unique instrument with the word in English and Russian.

I'm first generation American . Products like this make it easier to teach my son Polish. Easy to read

with correct and phonetic spelling

a good book to learn farsi name of different musical instrumentbut, these books fits you only if you



have someone to read the farsi words
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